
  

Doc I Need a Drink:
Legal Alcohol During Prohibition



  

Limiting alcohol

 Malt beverages
limited to ½ of 1%



  

Malt Extracts

 Malt extracts could
contain up to 3.76%
alcohol

 But 18% solids
 Care to have a drink

(chew?)



  

New York Resists

 New York thought
that if they taxed it,
they could still sell
alcohol

 In May 1921 the
courts ruled
otherwise



  

Tax the home brewers



  

Tax the home (?) brewers



  

Prescription for Spiritus Frumenti

 Spiritus Frumenti,
otherwise known as
whiskey

 Note “His Street and
No.”



  

Always First

 Old Rosebud and Bourbon Deluxe
 The American Medicinal Spirits Co.



  



  



  

Prescription for Sherry

 Whiskey was not the
only alcohol that
could be prescribed
for what ails you!

 Sherry



  

Texas Added Their Own
Prescriptions

 Is there ever an end
to government paper
work?



  

A Counterfeit Prescription Blank

 From Brooklyn



  

An Official Specimen

 Possibly produced to
enter into evidence
in a court trial



  

Gin – A Medicinal Spirit?
 No doubt for adding

to quinine water for
a patient with
malaria!

 In Sacramento,
California?

 Bureau of
Prohibition



  

Rum – A Medicinal Spirit?

 Rum obtained from
the same pharmacy
in Sacramento,
California



  

French Brandy – A Medicinal
Spirit?

 French brandy, NOT
from the same
pharmacy in
Sacramento,
California

 Bureau of Industrial
Alcohol



  



  

Sacramental Wine



  

Wine for Sacramental Purposes

 Back of the tag has
40¢ in tax stamps,
enough for a gallon of
sweet wine.

 Both the church or
synagogue needed to
have a government
permit to purchase

 Supplier also needed
a permit



  

Wine for Sacramental Purposes

 From the Novitiate of
Los Gatos, a supplier
of altar wines by the
barrel, 50 ½ gallons.



  

Wine for Sacramental Purposes

 By 1932, the tax
rates had declined.
The 20¢ stamp on the
reverse paid the tax
on 5 gallons of light
wine.



  

Retail Liquor Dealer

 In order to fill
prescriptions for
medicinal liquor, the
pharmacy had to pay
the annual tax of $25
to be designated a
Retail Liquor Dealer



  

Bottled in Bond Distilled Spirits

 All medicinal spirits
that were available
had been made before
1920 and had to be
bottled in bond.



  

The Moonshiners

 Both the bottle seal
and label are
forgeries.

 Was it Melvale or
Mellvale?



  

How can we fool the consumer?

 This is a forged
Bottled in Bond for
Export seal.

 The message was this
is good whiskey
smuggled back into
the U.S.



  

Marketing to the Physicians

 This was a special
size authorized at the
request of the
distillers.

 ¼ pint for physicians
to give out as
samples.



  

New and larger bottle seals

 With the Bureau of
Prohibition came new
bottle seals.



  

New case stamps with serial
numbers

 The new case stamps
had the same number
as on the bottle seals



  

Nonbeverage Alcohol

 Alcohol for industrial
use was designated
as Nonbeverage.



  

Government Seizure

 A very unusual
seizure of alcohol
that was not
“dumped.”



  

Alcohol Based Perfumes

 Even alcohol-based
perfumes were
subject to the tight
government
regulations.



  

Alcohol Kept Under Government
Lock and Key

 Paper seal used to
cover the keyhole
on locks used at
bonded
warehouses.


